The Throne of Solomon
to go to Parachan and return; the mules' loads and 'Aziz were
left behind; and in the very hottest hour of the afternoon, The
Refuge and I started off again up the Hazarchal valley.
Our ride had no incident except that turning a corner above
Dizan, we met a young lad walking carefully with an egg in
each hand; irrelevant curiosity prompted me to ask what the
eggs were for, since the place seemed inappropriate for ome-
lettes.
" They are to cure a sick mule/' said the lad. Verses of the
Quran had been written on them by the village mulla, and
now they were to be broken over the mule's forehead as it
lay in convulsions down below in a meadow.
" If God wills, it will be cured," said we, in the best manner
of the Delphic oracle, and hurrying on, for twilight was falling,
crossed another bridge into Parachan. Here we were again
in the mountains: the stream was narrow, with bushes of brier
at its edge; the village climbed beside it.
The first thing that met our sight was a street of hayricks
far bigger than tie houses. They stood close together, rough
grass with thistle tangled in it: it was all winter fodder, since
Parachan, the last village before the pass, is under snow for
four months of the year. During all that time, the people
told me, the only paths made are those which lead from die
water or the ricks to stables and house: a village down the
valley is as inaccessible as a foreign land, and if anyone is sick,
he must carry on as best he can till the snow melts, or die. (In
any case there is no doctor in all the Talaghan valley, so it
makes little odds.) The winter's food supply for humans is
stacked in large grain sacks in their inner room, together with a
sufficient quantity of tea, sugar, and paraffin to last through the
snow. Sometimes the young men venture out after ibex,
which they encompass in a circle made by ten or twelve of
their number and, converging upon it, seize it on the mountain-
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